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Letter 146
Familiar Spirits
2012-10-15
Dear Dan,
Not long after January of 2010 when my job schedule changed, I began to be the recipient of
weirdness in the (G6d) department. This was before the accusations of Satan and the iPod
trials.
After a few months, while I was working and walking along in one of the hallways, a coworker came up from behind me and patted me on the back, then just walked away. He did
this in the same way that a kid would do to another kid in the hall at junior high school. I
sent an email to the co-worker asking them to not do it anymore.
About a week later a second co-worker did the same thing. And not long after that a third
co-worker did the same thing. I asked the second co-worker in person verbally to stop,
which they did. And I sent an email to the third co-worker to stop, which they did as well.
In my spirit I knew a familiar spirit* was motivating these actions. It just wasn’t normal,
especially in what’s supposed to be a professional environment. Plus, I never gave any
evidence to anyone that I enjoyed “tactile communication” in the workplace.
Then, not many days after the third episode, the Sirst co-worker to whom I sent the email
came up behind me and patted me on the shoulder again. Later that night I asked him if he
got my email. He asked what about and I told him. He said he thought that it was from
another worker with the same name I have, but I could tell he was modifying the truth to
protect himself from incrimination. Then he said he wouldn’t put his hands on me again. He
has kept his word since then.
A week or two later the Sirst co-worker and I passed one another in the hallway. I saw that
his face had a (literal) dark, somber, and angry visage. I knew that he was being “pushed” by
the familiar spirit to do just the opposite to what he agreed not to do to me, and I also knew
that this battle would help him to become stronger in his spirit to resist demonic urges like
this in the future.
But it was pretty clear evidence to me that there was an “additional inSluence” at work in
some of the people at (G6d). Of course Gabe conSirmed what I saw and heard.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
* I have yet to do an in depth study of the Scripture pertaining to this matter, but based on
my own experience, familiar spirits seem to be demons that have been assigned for a
speciSic task at a speciSic location. They do not seek to co-habit another human, but rather
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they are assigned to set up various behavior characteristics that are designed to cause
humans to function in a less than upright, straightforward manner. Early on, when Safeway
Sirst introduced their Safeway Club Card, there were familiar spirits assigned to the cards in
order to begin a demonic network. Overcoming the “Club The Customer Card” demons was
one of the Sirst “corporate deliverances” that I remember having worked on with Gabe and
Gabriella.
P. S. Attached is a Vision I had in 2000. I just wrote it down a couple days ago.

"

=======================
Letter 146a
VISION
Three Vile Vials
2000-00-00

I was at home taking a hot bath when three things happened at once.

"

I began to have a vision,
The front door blew open,
My wife cried out to me in fright.

In the vision, there were three evil spirits standing over me in the bathtub. Each spirit had a
vial full of evil, vile curses. As they each one began to pour the contents of their vials into
my bath water, the front door blew open from a gust of wind. At the same time my wife (M)
was startled and cried out to me in fright.
That was the end of the vision, the wind and the fear.
The reason the front door could blow open was because the latch was broken. The dead
bolt worked Sine, but the door latch was broken, so, until I had time to go to Home Depot
and get a replacement I had removed it and place some duct tape over the hole to make a
sort of raised area to provide friction to keep the door closed. This worked under normal
conditions, but there was a windstorm going on at the time of my bath and the friction was
not strong enough to keep the door closed against the wind.
The lesson here is that it is good not to delay making repairs to the house (and the Church
is His House). Further, instead of being lazy, we could have kept the deadbolt locked instead
of using a barely functional makeshift duct tape solution.
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